
Dear Fellow Entrepreneur,

My name is Jessica Rhodes, and I’m the founder and co-owner of Interview Connections, the first 
and leading podcast booking agency. Thank you for downloading this free report! 

When I founded Interview Connections in 2013, I had no idea that I was creating the podcast 
booking industry. As the leader in this industry, our team knows firsthand what’s possible when two 
entrepreneurs come together for a podcast interview.

I’ve seen marketing trends come and go since Interview Connections was created. Podcasting, 
however, has continued to expand and become even more impactful. The reason for this is simple; 
relationships will always be the cornerstone of a successful business. 

In this report, you will learn 5 ways our 6 & 7 figure clients are getting results from 
podcast guesting. 

If you’re ready to profit from podcast interviews, visit InterviewConnections.com/call now to 
schedule your free podcast PR consultation. You can also join our free Facebook group, Guest 
Expert Profit Lab at InterviewConnections.com/Group!

1.  CLIENT ACQUISITION

Something that is unique to podcasting as compared to other forms of publicity is that the hosts of 
the shows you’re interviewed on are also business owners. Podcast hosts are generally not hired by 
a media company to conduct interviews, rather, they are fellow entrepreneurs who are also 
leveraging this medium to deliver valuable content and form new relationships. 

Our client, Chris Dayley is the former VP of Testing & Site Optimization at Disruptive Advertising, 
a digital advertising agency grossing over $12 million a year in revenue. We booked Chris on 4 
podcasts a month for over 2 years and he shared with us that about 15% of the podcast hosts who 
interviewed him ended up becoming a client. His strategy is pretty simple. We book him on 
podcasts speaking to his target audience, he delivers a ton of value to the listeners, and then he 
offers a free consult call.
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2.  DRAMATICALLY SHORTENED SALES CYCLE

When you work with Interview Connections, we will book you on podcasts that are speaking to your 
ideal potential clients. The current audience of that show isn't the only benefit though. Prospective 
clients who discovered you through other marketing efforts will find your interviews while 
researching you and become much warmer leads as a result. 

This is what our client, Monica Shah discovered when she had a client who Googled her and 
discovered several of her podcast appearances on the first page of Google. By listening to Monica’s 
interviews on other podcasts, this lead got to know, like and trust her and signed up for her 
coaching program.

3.  NEW AFFILIATE PARTNERS 

When you are launching a new program, course, or book, it’s important to leverage the audiences of 
other entrepreneurs in your niche so you can reach more potential customers. In order to do this 
successfully, you must develop trust with the influencers who could help support your launch. 

Our client, Jack Bosch (a.k.a "The Land Guy") is an experienced business owner, entrepreneur, real 
estate investor, respected industry leader, speaker, and educator. While we primarily book Jack on 
Real Estate Investing podcasts, we also book him on business podcasts and shows about internet 
marketing. By offering an affiliate link to the hosts who interviewed him, Jack can attribute 
$10-15k/month in sales thanks to these partnerships!

4.  SPEAKING OPPORTUNITIES

Not only does podcasting lead to new speaking opportunities, it literally IS a speaking opportunity! 
When you are interviewed on a podcast, you have the opportunity to share your content with 
anywhere from several hundred to several thousand targeted listeners! Several of our 6 & 7 figure 
clients have also  leveraged their podcasting to attract speaking opportunities at conferences. 

In 2016, Chris Dayley was interviewed on the Agents of Change podcast hosted by Rich Brooks. 
There was one significant listener in that audience named Michael Stelzner who reached out to 
Chris after hearing his interview with Rich. 

Michael Stelzner invited Chris on to his podcast, Social Media Marketing and then invited Chris to 
speak at his conference, Social Media Marketing World, which has easily been Chris’ best speaking 
gig ever!

5.  PERSONAL BRAND AWARENESS

Podcast guesting is a marketing strategy that drives new sales and increased brand awareness. 
By increasing your brand awareness, you will also experience a hidden benefit which is personal 
growth and development! When you go all in on your podcast guesting strategy and get featured 
as a guest expert every week, your confidence will soar and your message will become even 
more clear. 

That’s what our client, Chris Parker, founder of WhatsmyIPAddress.com discovered when, after a 
year of consistent podcast guesting, he was asked to be a guest expert on ABC News. He shared 
with us that if it weren’t for the increased brand awareness he got through podcast guesting, he 
never would have had the confidence to do that major media interview.

The time is NOW to start podcasting! 

Podcasting is a long term brand building strategy that will create real results in your business! Don’t 
put this off another year or even another month. Schedule a call with our team today so you can 
profit from podcast interviews now!

Visit InterviewConnections.com/Call now to book your consult! 

To your success,
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